The ‘Clown’ Chakra

by Sharona Ben-Sorek, RPT, HTP

The enthusiastic new Level 4 apprentice stopped me in the cafeteria before breakfast on the last day of class.

“Where is the ‘Clown’ chakra?,” she asked. “Some people said that you measure it here [she had her hand on her head], and others said that it was here [other hand near her clavicles] at the high heart. Where is it exactly?”

“Well, it’s here at your upper arm - because that’s the humerus,” I replied. I didn’t understand at first that she was serious. She also didn’t get the joke.

The “clown” chakra had been mentioned in her class the previous evening. Once I understood that she truly was having a hard time understanding, I tried to explain in more detail.

In October 2007, I had the wonderful experience of having Mary Ann Geoffrey as my Level 3 instructor. During the class, she told a story about a student in a previous class of hers talking about the “clown” chakra. As Mary Ann was talking, an image came to me that I couldn’t ignore for much of the rest of that afternoon. In fact, it only left after I promised that I would do something about it.

The weekend after the class, I went to a craft store to purchase supplies, and shortly thereafter, Chakra Clown was born, complete with chakra indicators and coordinating attire. I mailed the doll to Mary Ann as a token of my thanks to her for all that she taught me in class. I thought that perhaps she would find it funny and set it aside. Never did I dream that it would go further than that, and was honored to read in her thank-you email that she said she wanted to take the doll to future classes.

Bringing the shirts to Level 5 has indeed taken things to a higher level (pun intended); my instructor, classmates and many of the new HTPAs from the Level 4 class urged me - repeatedly - to market the shirts. (Yes, I have copyrighted it.) I am slowly coming around to that idea, as I had never intended Chakra Clown to be anything more than a personal gift to those who have touched my life deeply.

But how to explain this to a new Level 4 apprentice who wants to know where to measure the “clown” chakra? “Your ‘clown’ chakra is where ever you hold humor and joy in your body, but I’m not sure that a pendulum will measure its spin. It may be best measured by how often and how sincerely you laugh.”
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